
FAQ
Q: Does it hurt?

A: The pain varies between clients, most describe the sensation as mild discomfort 

Q: How long does microblading last?
A: The results can last anywhere between 12-24 months depending on skin type and aftercare

 Q: How long does the treatment take?
A: Your first session will take between 2 1/2 - 3 hours 

Q: What is the healing process?
A: Your new brows will be at their darkest the first 3 days.  There may be scabbing, flaking or

peeling of the skin, do no pick at it!  At this stage they may become patchy, still do not be tempted
to pick as you may pull pigment out along with the scabs/flaky skin.  As your skin regenerates your
brows will soften and lighten and it is then you will be ready for your follow up session. Apart from

the instructed cleansing periods your eyebrows must be kept dry for the first 2 weeks.

Q: Can I have microblading?
A: Not everyone can have microblading, the following are not suitable candidates:

- If you are pregnant or breastfeeding
- Have heart conditions and taking medication*

- Have diabetes*
- Have skin diseases or irritations

- Suffer from keloid scarring
- Taking medication for blood thinning

- Suffer from hemophilia
- HIV+ 

- Have hepititis A, B, C, D, E, F
- Have any autoimmune diseases*

* if you are taking any type of medication please discuss this with us, before booking your
appointment, you will need a doctors note to ensure you are suitable for the procedure

Q: What is your cancellation policy?
A: If you wish to cancel or change your appointment you must give 72 hours notice.  We will allow
1 appointment transfer, after which an additional booking fee will be required.  We do not refund

for services rendered.

Q: Do I need the follow up appointment and how long after do I need it?
A: YES!  Everyone heals differently and the pigment retention is generally 30% less than your first
treatment.  People with oily skin usually require more frequent top ups as the sebum pushes the
pigment out quicker. The touch up appointment is where we will make adjustments like pigment
colour, definition and brow thickness, more strokes maybe added where necessary, it is here we

will refine your brows to make them perfect

Q: When do I need my touch ups and do they cost the same as the first treatment?
A:  Your initial touch up is required between 4-8 weeks after your first session, the absolute

earliest being 4 weeks.  The cost is outlined as ‘Initial Touch Up’ on our pricelist.  You should then
maintain your brows with yearly touch ups to ensure that they are crisp and defined, the cost for

this is outlined as ‘Annual Maintenance’ on our pricelist


